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E R Taylor ** Submission #101 
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Hawke’s Bay Tourism  Submission #102 
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Sara Gerard  Submission #103 
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John Cheyne Submission #104 
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Pauline Elliott Submission #105 
 
10 May 2017 

 

Comment: 

As I read this year’s ‘Proposed Group of Activity Performance Measures’ (Annual Plan) I am aware 

that it reads much the same as Annual Plans of at least 3,4,5 and more years ago.  It seems largely 

a ‘cut and paste’ exercise with no real tangible, measurable targets to be achieved.  “Maintain”; 

“Continue”; “Update”; “Monitor”; “Report on”; “Review…”, give no indication of what actions will 

actually be taken, or how success or otherwise might be measured.  Level of Service and Level of 

Service Measures, are mostly meaningless and give this Council and staff the opportunity to do 

nothing (or anything). 

I believe ratepayers expect to know exactly what you will do; by when; and whether or not you 

achieved it.  If not, what was the reason and what further resources are needed to achieve it, or is it 

no longer a priority? Corporates and most Public Service Agencies operate in this way, why can’t 

HBRC? 

 

On Rate increase: 

I tick the box and agree to a 9.88% rate increase. This is not an easy option for me, or any ratepayer.  I 

do understand that we must make a ‘kick start’ in addressing the appalling state of our environment. 

However: 

 HBRC has, along with its investment company, squandered millions of dollars and human resources 

in pursuing the RWSS scheme, and has not attended to its core business of protecting the 

environment. Like most, I feel strongly aggrieved that we are being asked to ‘front up’ and agree to 

a rate increase because Council, over many years, has not focused on its core business of 

protecting our waterways.  

 If the dam were not to proceed, we would have $60m to redress ‘Hot Spots’ (and water storage?).  

HBRC’s role is environmental protection, not massive commercial infrastructure projects. 

 

On Climate Change: 

HBRC’s Proposed Group of Activity Performance Measures, Activity 2: Strategy and Planning (p3), 

has as its No.1 Service Statement:  “HBRC will help the community prepare for the future and 

increase community resilience to climate change”, supported by Service Measures: 

 Number of sectors through which HBRC promotes/influences reduction in carbon emissions and 

adaptation to climate change and, 

 Number of council activities that contribute to climate change adaptation and reduction 

 

It is an extreme paradox that, as HBRC looks to preparing a report on “contribution to climate change 

adaptation, mitigation and reduction”, it is about to make a decision on a project that is likely to have 

the largest carbon impact of any infrastructure project in NZ. 

 

The RWSS construction phase requires:  

 1 million litres diesel (supply was put out to tender in 2014/15); 

  37,500 cu metres of concrete – manufactured and transported; 

  2.5 million cu metres of rock - quarried and transported;  

  an estimated 200km distribution system with pipes or canals requiring massive manufacture and 

earthworks 

 Etc., etc 
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It is a mockery to be considering ‘future proofing’ for climate change while embarking on a project 

that will be a major contributor to massive levels of carbon emissions through its construction and 

operation, resulting in accelerated climate change. 

There is no requirement in NZ to consider true environmental costs in ‘cost benefit analyses’.  

However there are a growing number of responsible corporate citizens who choose to do so. It would 

seem the Regional Council has an opportunity and a responsibility to seriously consider true costs 

before embarking on the RWSS. 

Alternatively, it could remove any lip-service to ‘promote or influence reduction in carbon emissions 

and climate change adaptation” from the Annual Plan. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit. 

 

Pauline Elliott 
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Jeremy Dunningham Submission #106 
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Pania Surfcasting Club Submission #107 
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Napier Gisborne Railway Submission #108 

Shortline Establishment Group 
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Joe Boyce Submission #109 
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P Brough Submission #110 
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Perry Spiller Submission #111 

 

Subject: Re: Our Plan for 2017-18 : it's time to clean up 

 

----------------Earlier, you commented-------------------- 

 

Re: Our Plan for 2017-18 : it's time to clean up. 

 

Code for: we've been derelict in our duties, so we'll now catch-up and clean-up via a clear-

out of ratepayers wallets and purses. 

 

We have identified six environmental hot-spot areas for special attention, still keeping an 

eye on other issues in our region: Lake Tutira, Ahuriri Estuary, Whakaki Lake/ Wairoa 

River, Lake Whatuma/ Tukituki Catchment, Karamu Stream, and our Coastal Marine 

Environment. 

So just who or what does the HRRC suspect is the cause of the problems in the alleged 

six environmental hot-spot areas? 

 

We propose a one-off rates increase to create a $1 million environmental kick-start fund to 

accelerate action in these hot-spot areas. We also seek funding to maintain the Council's 

core business. 

 

Of course! Sounds typical. Profits corporatised - costs socialised. 

Just another council high on OPiuM - Other People's Money. 

No surprises there. 
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Graham & Margaret Cowley Submission #112 
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The following text messages were received 
 

 

This ratepayer is vehemently against any rate increase 

David Weir, Waipukurau 

 

 

 

Our Plan option 3 

Simon Murfitt, Napier 

 

 

 

I support option 3, let’s start cleaning up the mess. 

Jess Mio 

 

 

 

Our Plan I totally support option 3 to clean up our waterways. There’s nothing 

more to say, let’s do it. 

Rose Hay, Otane 
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2017-18 Annual Plan - Comments via Facebook 
 

Name  Comment 

Steven Warea Are we the tax payer paying council to make videos for facebook.... Crack up, great 

effort guys, good to see tax payer money spent well. Keep up the great work 

Josepth Smithy After the kick starter fund has apparently created 6 action plans for these hot spots, 

how does HBRC intend on funding the implementation of these? Each one will be 

multi million dollar projects based on other environmental enhancement projects 

undertaken in New Zealand. 

Gill Putaranui A lot of people had their say AGAINST the few who wanted this Ruataniwha Dam 

Build - and they were ignored - whats changed now ? 

Nita Boc I would vote for a rate increase if I were confident you knew what you were doing 

and could do it cost effectively. I'm thinking of the millions wasted/lost on the 

Ruitaniwha dam 'project'. 

Sylvia Spooner I would have thought you knew what people wanted you to do. Clean up our water 

ways and preserve our drinking water. We put you into these positions of trust to 

look after our interests and these are two major problems in  

Hastings that need fixing immediately. You've had more than enough time consulting 

with various departments at our expense now put that knowledge into effect. 

Denis Winterburn Clean up our water ways...an stop selling our drinking water..all talk no action...an 

put that dam Dam to rest..kia ora. 

Mike Marsh Do what you were voted in to do. Protect the bay in all areas or pay the price at the 

next election 

Angela Tremain The state of our waterways are a huge issue to me as a NZer. I will be interested to 

hear proposed solutions. 

Duncan Barr Clive River needs a lot of work / the best outdoor aquatic sports location on the East 

Coast - rowing , kayak, walks arma, big waka boat, surf ski training , canoe polo, stand 

up paddle board, water and jet ski, wind surfing, sailing All alongside some wonderful 

bird life. Time for a dredge and cutting of the weed. Please add this to the list. 

Wendy Munro Great that the council is talking about the things they need to but that's not actually 

doing it. What is the target time For achieving a positive result and like Marlene 

Skeets said it is the pollutants from upstream as well that needs to be managed. We 

all need to be mindful of what pollutants go down the drain into the storm water 

system. Let's not see the awful foam that occurs regularly going into the estuary! Not 

to mention the rubbish that is also seen on a regular basis. Come on people! We 

need to smarten up! 

Donna London Why does an organisation charged with looking after the environment including our 

waterways need more money to urgently clean up the waterways the are supposed 

to be looking after? Maybe someone else should have the funding to clean up their 

mess! 

Virginia Rice All a little too late, should never had got to situation where more funding required 

from ratepayers. Like all local bodies, they should stay with core responsibilities. 
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Name  Comment 

Marlene Skeet There are more hot spots than this. Council are as useless as the pollution they made. 

They have to write something to for the record keeping. What is the deadline target 

50 years? How many farmers on councils will get their way and steer everyone away 

from the upper head water systems that carry all the shit down hill. 

Glennis Moriarty The areas must be cleaned up - great first step - and then kept clean with suitable 

regulations. 

Sax Dearing Finally a start in the right direction 

Altom Tom How about you stop leasing the land inside the stop bank to farmers for grazing 

livestock. 

Glenn Baker If your maintenance had been done over the last couple three years you would have 

cleaner streams but your last head honcho did nothing to save a few dollars now it's 

going to cost even more. Lest he made himself look good by saving a few pennies. NO 

IDEA. 

Gill Putaranui how was this proposed dam supposed to clean our waterways? everything you've 

proposed or haven't done has been to the detrimental of our waterways - one 

"expert" opinion gave 70 yrs for our waterways to clean themselves - what a joke 

you've turned out to be 

Simon Blakesley Stop blaming each other both town and farming has created this led by the hbrc  

Brian Martin Perhaps keeping cows out of streams would be a good starting point 

John Lawrence fence off farming n procecute guity farmers 

 

 


